Inheritance of nesting behaviour across natural environmental variation in a turtle with temperature-dependent sex determination
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Nesting behaviour is critical for reproductive success in oviparous organisms with no parental care. In organisms where sex is determined by incubation temperature, nesting behaviour may be a prime target of selection in response to unbalanced sex ratios. To produce an evolutionary change in response to sex-ratio selection, components of nesting behaviour must be heritable. We estimated the field heritability of two key components of nesting behaviour in a population of painted turtles (Chrysemys picta) with temperature-dependent sex determination by applying the ‘animal model’ to a pedigree reconstructed from genotype data. We obtained estimates of low to non-detectable heritability using repeated records across all environments. We then determined environment-specific heritability by grouping records with similar temperatures for the winter preceding the nesting season, a variable known to be highly associated with our two traits of interest, nest vegetation cover and Julian date of nesting. The heritability estimates of nest vegetation cover and Julian date of nesting were qualitatively highest and significant, or nearly so, after hot winters. Additive genetic variance for these traits was not detectable after cold winters. Our analysis suggests that the potential for evolutionary change of nesting behaviour may be dependent on the thermal conditions of the preceding winter, a season that is predicted to be especially subject to climate change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nesting behaviour is a major factor in determining maternal fitness in oviparous species (Weisrock & Janzen 1999; Reguera & Gomendio 2002). Poor nest-site choice can result in increased predation (Sargent & Gehler 1980; Hatchwell et al. 1996; Downes & Shine 1999; Kolbe & Janzen 2001), reduced hatching success (Cagle et al. 1993; Wilson 1998; Warner & Andrews 2002) and reduced offspring fitness (Shine & Brown 2002; Patterson & Blouin-Demers 2008). Thus, for species with no maternal care after oviposition, finding a suitable nest site is especially critical (Kolbe & Janzen 2001; Blouin-Demers et al. 2004; Hughes & Brooks 2006).

Still, nesting behaviour probably represents a compromise that balances the cost of finding an appropriate oviposition site while balancing with factors affecting maternal and offspring fitness (Thompson 1988; Tucker et al. 1999; Spencer 2002; Spencer & Thompson 2003). As a result, selection may act on multiple components of nesting behaviour, yet the genetic architecture of this complex trait has received little attention (but see Singer et al. 1988; Fox et al. 2004).

Maternal nest-site choice is central in theoretical explanations of the evolution, adaptive value and maintenance of temperature-dependent sex determination (TSD; Bulmer & Bull 1982; Bull et al. 1988; Roosenburg 1996; Reinhold 1998; Roosenburg & Niewiarowski 1998; but see Valenzuela & Janzen 2001; Morjan & Janzen 2003). With TSD, the thermal environment of the nest during incubation determines sex, rather than a genotypic cue at conception (Janzen & Paukstis 1991). This form of sex determination is widely distributed among reptile lineages and has been maintained throughout rapid climatic upheavals such as the Cretaceous–Tertiary boundary (Rage 1998; Janzen & Krenz 2004; Organ & Janes 2008). The relative responses to selection in restoring equilibrium sex ratios during these periods (Fisher 1930) are unknown for specific traits in wild populations of TSD species (Bulmer & Bull 1982). Nest-site choice in TSD species has been hypothesized to have a more dominant role in the evolutionary response to sex-ratio bias than the thermal sensitivity of the sex determination pathway (Bulmer & Bull 1982; Bull et al. 1988; Doody et al. 2006), as maternal nest placement in extreme microclimates may override variation for the thermal sensitivity of the actual sex determination pathway (Bull et al. 1982).
Previous research has documented that geographical variation in nest site microclimate occurs, indicating that local adaptation is possible (Ewert et al. 2005; Doody et al. 2006). Further, much phenotypic variation exists for nest placement, as females can also alter the incubation temperature experienced by embryos by digging deeper or shallower nests or nesting at different times during the season (Georges 1992; Morjan 2003b; Doody et al. 2006; Schwanz & Janzen 2008).

An important corollary to the hypothesis that nesting behaviour plays a role in the response to selection against sex-ratio bias in TSD species is that nest-site choice has a heritable basis (Bulmer & Bull 1982; Bull et al. 1988), but few studies have tested this possibility. In the laboratory, nest-site choice in the leopard gecko (Eublepharis macularius) exhibited a repeatability of less than 0.20 (i.e. upper bound of heritability; Bull et al. 1988). In the field, overstorey vegetation cover provides a stable cue for nesting turtles that is predictive of nest sex ratio (Janzen 1994b). Measures of repeatability of nest overstorey vegetation cover in the painted turtle (Chrysemys picta) and hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) are different but significant in both cases (repeatability = 0.18–0.20 and 0.7, respectively; no standard errors given in either reference; Janzen & Morjan 2001; Kamel & Mroosky 2005). Moreover, adjusting nesting phenology could permit a female to regulate the sex ratio of a clutch, although this trait is not known to be repeatable (repeatability = 0.03 for C. picta; Schwanz & Janzen 2008). While these studies provide some insight into the inheritance of nesting behaviour in TSD species, estimates of the heritability for temporal or spatial nest-site choice in the field are lacking.

Estimating the additive genetic variation underlying nesting behaviour over repeated measures for a single female is potentially complicated by individual plasticity and changes in additive genetic and environmental variance across different years (Charmantier & Garant 2005; Nussey et al. 2007; Brommer et al. 2008). Indeed, the average date of first nesting in a population of painted turtles is correlated with September–April temperatures prior to the nesting season, and individual linear reaction norms vary significantly in slope (significant individual-by-environment interaction (I × E); Schwanz & Janzen 2008). Traits of this nature, with among-individual variability in response to an environmental variable, are excellent systems for investigating environment-specific heritability and genotype-by-environment interactions (G × E), which are essential to more accurately assess the microevolutionary response to climate change (Via et al. 1995; Nussey et al. 2007; Gienapp et al. 2008; Uller 2008).

We estimated the field heritability of Julian date of nesting and nest vegetation cover for a wild population of painted turtles by applying the ‘animal model’. The animal model is a mixed model that estimates the contribution of additive genetic and environmental variance components of a trait’s phenotypic variance with restricted maximum likelihood (Lynch & Walsh 1998). This approach is especially well suited for estimating variance components in natural populations because it can use incomplete (i.e. unbalanced) datasets, information across generations without a breeding design and can incorporate repeated measures from the same individuals (Kruuk 2004). We determined the heritability of nesting behaviour following different winter environments to elucidate potential genotype-by-environment interactions for a long-studied population of turtles with TSD (e.g. Via et al. 1995; Nussey et al. 2007).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Field data collection
Chrysemys picta ranges from southern Canada to northern Mexico (Ernst et al. 1994; Starkey et al. 2003). Data were collected from a well-characterized population of painted turtles at the Thomson Causeway Recreation Area (TCRA) along the Mississippi River near Thomson, IL, USA (Janzen 1994a, b; Schwanz & Janzen 2008). We focused on the southeast portion of the island where the nesting beach is a level grassy area, soil moisture is relatively uniform (Janzen 1994b) and variable levels of overstorey vegetation cover are present (Morjan 2003a). In this population, clutch sex ratios have been evaluated over the past 20 years (Janzen 1994b; F. J. Janzen 2009, unpublished data). Females in this population mature in 5–7 years (Morjan 2003a) and oviposit one to three clutches from late May to early July.

From 1995 to 2008, the nesting grounds were monitored from 06.00 to 20.00 during the May–July nesting season. Turtles in this population typically emerge from the water, nest and return to the water within 2 h, and nearly all nesting events were observed. Nesting turtles were marked uniquely, and a blood sample was collected from the post-cranial sinus using a 28 ga insulin syringe. The sample was preserved in lysis buffer and stored in liquid nitrogen or at −20°C.

(b) Molecular markers
Genotypes of five microsatellite loci (GmuD21, GmuD28, GmuD62, GmuD70, GmuD79; King & Julian 2004) were obtained from 435 nesting females using standard molecular techniques (electronic supplementary material). All homozygotes and any ambiguous alleles were rerun for confirmation, resulting in greater than half of the dataset being evaluated at least twice to confirm the genotype. Each of the amplified loci contained a four base-pair repeat motif and was hyper-variable (number of alleles: GmuD21, 17; GmuD28, 18; GmuD62, 22; GmuD70, 60; GmuD79, 27). The dataset contained no missing data. GENEALEx v. 6.0 determined that these five loci provided exclusionary probability of greater than 0.9999 when neither parent is known (Jamieson & Taylor 1997; Peakall & Smouse 2006).

Analysis using GENEPOP v. 4.0 with the default parameters (Raymond & Rousset 1995) indicated that GmuD28 and GmuD70 significantly deviated from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and linkage between GmuD28 and several loci was evident (tables S1 and S2 in the electronic supplementary material). We interpreted the heterozygote deficiencies and high error rates in Gmu28 and GmuD70 (electronic supplementary material) to reflect the presence of null alleles and specified that these loci had null alleles when reconstructing genealogies. Reconstruction of relationships omitting GmuD28 resulted in more relationships being identified; therefore, we took the conservative approach to our pedigree reconstruction and left this locus in the analysis to provide higher exclusion power.

(c) Pedigree reconstruction
All pedigree links were inferred mainly from genotypic data in this study for two reasons. First, chelonian reproductive
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biology (e.g. sperm storage across years and multiple paternity within clutches; Pearse et al. 2001, 2002) makes pedigree reconstruction solely from field observations nearly impossible. Second, high mortality from hatching to reproductive maturity (estimated annual juvenile survivorship is 21–51%; Ernst et al. 1994) renders uniquely marking individuals at the neonate stage time- and cost-inefficient. For these reasons, relationships cannot be derived solely from field observations.

The parent–offspring (PO) and sibling relationships were determined as the most likely relationship between a pair of individuals as deduced from genotype data by maximum likelihood with ML-RELATE (Kalinowski et al. 2006; Wagner et al. 2006). We refined PO pairs initially identified by ML-RELATE by creating an enriched dataset that contained only female pairs with 5 years (the shortest time to maturity for females in this population) or more between each of their first recorded nesting events. Requiring this time between first recorded nesting events may have removed some full-sib (FS) or half-sib (HS) pairs that were misclassified as PO. These field observations also provided unambiguous assignment of which individuals were the parent and which were the offspring. Any offspring with multiple individuals classified as being their parent were removed from the final pedigree (n = 39), as these probably represent false positives. For females with multiple offspring, the putative siblings were confirmed to be FS or HS by examining their most likely relationship from ML-RELATE. If these relationships were not concordant, the offspring was removed (n = 3). In all, 77 PO links (58 females with 77 offspring) were identified. Nineteen females had multiple offspring resulting in 10 FS links and 15 HS links included in the pedigree. All relationship designations were consistent with the genetic data at a 0.05 significance level in ML-RELATE. Likelihood-ratio tests (LRT’s) indicated that each PO and FS designation was significant compared with the null hypothesis of no relationship (p < 0.005 in all PO links, p < 0.040 in all FS links). While LRT indicated that only 10 HS designations were significant at α = 0.05, all shared a maternal link that was significant by LRT and consistent with the genetic data at a 0.05 significance level.

(d) Traits of interest

We evaluated both onset of nesting and nest vegetation cover as crucial measures of nesting behaviour. Onset of nesting was measured by recording the Julian date for the first nesting event of the season for each female from 1995–2008. Our total dataset for onset of nesting contained 1965 first nesting events of the season from 631 females (mean nesting events per female = 3.11, range = 1–12).

Nest vegetation cover was determined using a spherical densitometer (Janzen 1994b; Weisrock & Janzen 1999). The percentage of south and west cover was summed to obtain a single vegetation cover measurement for each nest. This measure is used here, as opposed to total vegetation cover from all cardinal directions, because it is more strongly correlated with the nest sex ratio (Janzen 1994b). Our total dataset for nest vegetation cover contained 2212 (1676 first nests of the season, 536 second nests of the season) nesting events from 631 females (mean nesting events per female = 3.51, range = 1–18). Vegetation cover was collected from 1995–2008, excluding 2004 and 2005 because a different measure of vegetation cover was used in those years.

Figure 1. Relationship between mean nesting trait values in each nesting season of the painted turtle, C. picta, in Illinois, USA, and the HDD from September to April preceding the nesting season (Schwanz & Janzen 2008). (a) Average percentage south + west vegetation cover of first nest laid by females in different years in response to HDD (\(y = -0.0075x + 134.52, R^2 = 0.289, p < 0.07\)). (b) Average Julian nest date of the first nest laid by females in different years in response to HDD (\(y = 0.0063x + 124.94, R^2 = 0.364, p < 0.02\)).

To measure winter environment, heating degree days (HDD) for September through April preceding the nesting season were used (for HDD calculation, see Schwanz & Janzen 2008). Climate data for Clinton, Iowa (10 km from the TCRA), were obtained from the National Climate Data Center (NCDC; http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov). HDD values are the sum of the difference in Fahrenheit between each daily mean temperature and the base temperature (base temperature 65°F for NCDC data, or approximately 18°C) for days where the mean is less than the base temperature. Low HDD values represent warmer winters because less heating was required to reach the base temperature.

Julian nest date and vegetation cover deviated from a normal distribution (all Shapiro–Wilks p < 0.050). However, the deviations were minimal (figures S1 and S2 in the electronic supplementary material), so both traits were used without transformation in statistical genetic analyses because the animal model is fairly robust to slight deviations from normality (Kruuk 2004). For both traits, the only genetic data included were pedigree links mentioned in the above section.

The average first nesting date of the season and the average nest vegetation cover in this population of painted turtles are significantly correlated, or nearly so, with the temperature of the winter preceding the nesting season (figure 1; date: \(r = 0.60, \text{ d.f.} = 13, p_{\text{date}} < 0.02, r = -0.54, \text{ d.f.} = 11, p_{\text{avg}} < 0.07\), and the relative influence of winter temperatures on nesting date is variable across females.
Given that this population has significant individual-by-environment interactions for date (I × E; Schwanz & Janzen 2008), we explored whether heritability changed across winter environments by binning winter environments and treating each binned environment as a separate trait. Specifically, measurements from the four coldest, four hottest and four mid-temperature years of data collection were lumped as separate traits so that the new traits consisted of date and vegetation cover measures for each of the three individual environments. This binning strategy allowed the finest scale subsampling of the environment that preserved enough power to estimate heritability and maintained a consistent number of winters in each bin. Halving the data into only two bins did not improve the power for estimating heritability. These six traits are hereafter referred to as ‘environment traits’. Table 1 lists the number of individuals and records used to estimate heritability for these environment traits.

(e) Heritability calculations

The animal model was run in ASREML v. 2.0 to determine the heritability of nesting behaviour (Kruuk 2004; Gilmour et al. 2006). In all models, random effects included year, ‘animal’ (which is referenced back to the pedigree) and a term accounting for permanent environmental effects (pe). Permanent environmental effects represent non-additive genetic between-individual variation accompanying multiple measures per individual (Lynch & Walsh 1998). Clutch order in the season for each nest was included as a fixed effect in the model for vegetation cover (Wald test, \( p = 0.61–0.85 \) depending on animal model variation used). In all ASREML runs, starting values for variance and covariance were calculated from the original dataset and refined by using output values from runs as new starting values. Residual plots were examined for normality in ASREML.

Two variations of the animal model were used to evaluate the quantitative genetics of nesting date and vegetation cover. (i) Two univariate animal models (one for date and one for vegetation cover) used a pedigree reconstructed from molecular marker data and field observations to estimate the overall heritability of date and vegetation cover from all available data points (Kruuk 2004). In this model, random effects included year of nesting and additive genetic and permanent environmental terms. The permanent environmental effect for the analysis of date was constrained to be positive, as it was otherwise estimated by ASREML to be negative. For vegetation cover only, clutch order was included as a fixed effect. LRTs evaluated whether a model with the additive genetic effect fit the data significantly better than the one that contained only the effect of individual identity. LRTs are conservative when the additional model parameter is bound by zero (e.g. additive genetic variance); thus, the \( p \)-values of the LRTs were halved as the distribution of the LRTs should be an equal mix of \( \chi^2 \) distributions with one degree of freedom and zero degrees of freedom (Visscher 2006). (ii) The measurements for date and vegetation cover were binned by similar winter environments, as described above, and treated as separate traits. These environment traits were separately used as response variables in univariate animal models with the same random and fixed effects as in the first model. In these environment-specific analyses, permanent environmental effects were constrained to be positive if they were estimated as negative regardless of the starting values. As above, LRTs, implemented as in Visscher (2006), evaluated whether a model that contained the additive genetic effect fit the data significantly better than one that did not. Attempts to fit multivariate animal models using two environment traits (Via et al. 1995) or sophisticated models, such as the random regression animal model or character process models, to estimate G × E (reviewed in Jaférezic & Pletcher 2000; Nussey et al. 2007) were unsuccessful owing to the low power of the pedigree or the lack of detectable additive genetic variance for one or more environment traits (table S3 in the electronic supplementary material).

Because our estimates of heritability are based purely on a pedigree reconstructed from genotypes, we also calculated repeatability for each of the six environment traits and for the total datasets of date and vegetation cover (Lessells & Boag 1987). Repeatability is simply a measure of the degree of self-similarity for nesting behaviour, and this measure is independent of any pedigree designations (Lessells & Boag 1987; Dohm 2002). We used mixed models identical to models described above, except they did not include the additive genetic effect. Repeatability was measured here as the sum of the individual variance components (i.e. pe + additive genetic) over the sum of all variance components as calculated by ASREML (i.e. pe + additive genetic + year + residuals all conditioned on the fixed effect of clutch in the vegetation cover analysis). Concordance between environment-specific heritability and environment-specific repeatability in direction and magnitude would bolster our conclusions from the animal model analyses.

3. RESULTS

LRTs indicated that, in most cases, models including an additive genetic effect did not fit the data significantly better than analogous models only including individual identity (table 1). For the univariate analyses of date and nest vegetation cover, including all records, heritability estimates were very small (\( \hat{h}_d^2 = 0.097, 95\% CI = -0.126, 0.211 \)). But much of the repeatability for date (\( \hat{h}^2 = 0.060, 95\% CI = 0.026, 0.095 \)) and vegetation cover (vegetation cover = 0.140, 95% CI = 0.097, 0.182) was due to permanent environmental effects (\( \sigma^2_{pe}/\sigma^2_{total} \); date = 0.0604, 95% CI = 0.026, 0.095; vegetation cover = 0.0972, 95% CI = -0.075, 0.270).

Heritability of both nesting date and vegetation cover was qualitatively highest following hot winters (date \( \hat{h}^2 = 0.166, 95\% CI = 0.020, 0.313 \); vegetation cover \( \hat{h}^2 = 0.188, 95\% CI = 0.104, 0.271 \)), but nearly undetectable after cold winters (table 1). A model including additive genetic variance for nest vegetation cover after hot winters was significantly more likely than the one that did not (table 1; \( \chi^2 = 2.916, p = 0.044 \)). The additive genetic variance for the onset of nesting after hot winters was marginally non-significant (table 1; \( \chi^2 = 2.138, p = 0.072 \)). The confidence intervals for environment-specific heritability estimates overlapped with the overall analysis and other environment-specific analyses (table 1); thus, there are no statistically significant differences in additive genetic variance across environment traits. The repeatability estimates were generally concordant with environment-specific heritability estimates (table 1).

4. DISCUSSION

Nesting behaviour is a key component of individual fitness in oviparous organisms, yet little is known about its...
inheritance in free-ranging animals. Our study sought to quantify the additive genetic variance underlying aspects of nesting behaviour in a natural population of turtles with TSD. By applying a reconstructed pedigree to the animal model, we estimated heritability for female preference for Julian date of nesting (i.e. date) and south + west overstorey vegetation cover. Our results revealed that, when measured over many different winter environments, both onset of nesting and nest-site vegetation cover have low or undetectable heritability and that heritability may be environment-specific in this system. Our study also reflects the difficulty of achieving sufficient statistical power when studying quantitative genetics of traits in wild populations, and much of our interpretation is tentative.

Our assessment, using all records across all winter environments, detected very low levels of heritability for first nesting date and vegetation cover. Likewise, traits associated with oviposition behaviour in other systems have been estimated to have low heritability (e.g. brood mass weight in dung beetles (Hunt & Simmons 2002); oviposition behaviour in crickets (Rèale & Roff 2002); oviposition preference in seed beetles (Fox et al. 2004)). Upon closer inspection, environment-specific analyses revealed that winter temperature prior to the nesting season might influence the potential for the evolutionary change of nesting behaviour. Although future years of data and additional pedigree links may refine these estimates, preliminarily these data suggest that more additive genetic variance for onset of nesting and nest vegetation cover may exist after hot winters than after cold winters (figure 1, table 1). In fact, we detected significant, or nearly significant, heritability for vegetation cover and onset of nesting after hot winters (table 1). Thus, after hot winters, there is substantial additive genetic variance for early nesting and high amounts of nest vegetation cover (figure 1).

Our study contributes to a broader body of work on the response of nesting date to climatic conditions. Some evidence of $G \times E$ of nesting date across different climatic conditions has been found in the collared flycatcher (Ficedula albicollis), a Dutch population of great tits (Parus major), and the common gull (Larus canus) (Brommer et al. 2005, 2008; Nussey et al. 2005). Yet, no individual variation in laying date response to temperature was found in a UK population of great tits or in the common guillemot (Uria aalge) (Reed et al. 2005, 2008; Charmantier et al. 2008). Two factors hypothesized to influence $G \times E$ in these systems include: (i) stabilizing selection on the correspondence of time of highest food provisioning to young to the season’s highest food abundance (Nussey et al. 2005; Charmantier et al. 2008) and (ii) maintaining population-level breeding synchrony. In our system, however, timing of resource abundance and reproductive synchrony most probably do not apply, as females do not provision offspring after oviposition, and hatchlings overwinter in the nest without feeding and emerge the following spring (Weisrock & Janzen 1999). Earlier nesting turtles, however, do have a higher probability of laying subsequent clutches in the season than late nesters (Schwanz & Janzen 2008; Tucker et al. 2008). So, by different means, advancing nesting date may confer a fitness advantage at least equivalent to that for the bird populations.

Overall, our study suggests that past theoretical work that predicted the relative roles of nest-site choice

---

### Table 1. Repeatability compared with heritability calculated by a univariate animal model for onset of nesting and south + west vegetation cover over a nest for female painted turtles, *C. picta*, from Illinois, USA. Reconstruction of PO pairs, FS and HS links by the maximum-likelihood analysis of genotypes was used as a pedigree. Each row represents a separate univariate analysis. All records available were fitted by the animal model for the ‘total’ dataset and other measures represent environment-specific analyses. The number of individuals (n) for which records were available is subscripted to the number of records. The subscript number in the ‘mean’ column is the raw phenotypic variance for that trait. For vegetation cover 2 represents twice the $x^2$ after mid-temperature winters, additive genetic variance had to be constrained to be positive, and so this analysis was essentially uninformative (denoted by ‘n.a.’).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Julian date of the first nest of the season</th>
<th>heritability</th>
<th>repeatability</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>$V_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total dataset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold winters only</td>
<td>0.038 (0.078, 0.154)</td>
<td>0.131 (0.029, 0.236)</td>
<td>0.084 (0.047, 0.215)</td>
<td>0.021 (0.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid winters only</td>
<td>0.060 (0.026, 0.099)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.118 (0.014, 0.222)</td>
<td>0.043 (0.126, 0.212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot winters only</td>
<td>0.022 (0.088, 0.124)</td>
<td>0.118 (0.014, 0.222)</td>
<td>0.057 (0.085, 0.197)</td>
<td>0.083 (0.126, 0.212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South + west vegetation cover of the nest</td>
<td>0.043 (0.126, 0.212)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.140 (0.097, 0.182)</td>
<td>0.180 (0.336)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot winters only</td>
<td>0.084 (0.047, 0.215)</td>
<td>0.118 (0.014, 0.222)</td>
<td>0.057 (0.085, 0.197)</td>
<td>0.083 (0.126, 0.212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold winters only</td>
<td>0.118 (0.014, 0.222)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.140 (0.097, 0.182)</td>
<td>0.180 (0.336)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid winters only</td>
<td>0.118 (0.014, 0.222)</td>
<td>0.140 (0.097, 0.182)</td>
<td>0.057 (0.085, 0.197)</td>
<td>0.083 (0.126, 0.212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot winters only</td>
<td>0.084 (0.047, 0.215)</td>
<td>0.057 (0.085, 0.197)</td>
<td>0.083 (0.126, 0.212)</td>
<td>0.180 (0.336)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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and thermal sensitivity of the sex determination pathway in the response of TSD to sex-ratio biases may have insufficiently appreciated the complexity of inheritance in this system (Bull et al. 1982; Bulmer & Bull 1982; Bull et al. 1988; Morjan 2003a). If environment-specific heritability exists in this system, as suggested by our quantitative genetic analyses, nest-site choice and thermal sensitivity of sex determination may each respond more efficiently to sex-ratio bias in different situations. For instance, under predicted climate warming, warmer nests may overproduce females (e.g. Janzen 1994a; Rage 1998; Morjan 2003a; Doody et al. 2006). Substantial heritability in nesting date after hotter winters may allow a greater evolutionary response to selection. However, simply advancing nesting date is unlikely to correct sex-ratio bias (Schwanz & Janzen 2008), thus it is unlikely that selection on offspring sex would manifest solely as selection on nesting date. Alternatively, we have detected significant additive genetic variance for increased levels of nest vegetation cover after hot winters, suggesting that female vegetation cover preference may respond to selection in a climate-warming scenario. The relative lack of additive genetic variance detected after cold winters indicates that selection on nest-site choice would not be efficient in a climate-cooling scenario, and we hypothesize that selection on the thermal sensitivity of the sex-determination pathway may be more capable of a response to sex-ratio bias in that context (sensu Morjan 2003a).

Our study must be interpreted with several considerations. First, if unaccounted for factors that contribute to phenotypic variance, such as non-additive maternal or common environment effects, the model might yield inaccurate additive genetic variance estimates. Since our pedigree analysis consisted mainly of PO relationships, teasing apart the relative contributions of imprinting and maternal genetic effects remains difficult (Kruuk 2004; Kruuk & Hadfield 2007). Imprinting in this population, though, was previously dismissed as an explanation for repeatable nesting behaviour (Janzen & Morjan 2001; Morjan 2003a). We also expect any common environmental effects to be negligible, as the probability of any two individuals sharing common nest environments (i.e. the frequency of siblings and half-siblings in the dataset) is small. Further, owing to sperm storage and multiple paternity (Pearse et al. 2001, 2002), even these molecularly identified siblings may have been laid in different nests within or even between years. Second, our study employed a relatively low number of microsatellite loci, and two of these loci exhibited problems with null alleles. Yet, the number of alleles per locus was high, the pedigree reconstruction methods accounted for null alleles and no genotypes were missing in the dataset, which allowed utilization of the full power indicated by the exclusion analysis. We generated a fairly conservative pedigree by using field data and significance testing to validate the relationship designations. Lastly, datasets for each environment trait contained a different number of phenotypic records per animal and our heritability estimates may simply reflect different variance partitioning by the animal model in response to these varied data structures (e.g. allocation of variance to permanent environmental effects rather than additive genetic variance, or vice versa). If this scenario were true, it is likely that our conclusions regarding the high heritability for nesting behaviour after hot winters and practically non-existent heritability calculated from the total dataset would remain valid.

Importantly, the repeatability estimates, which are independent of the pedigree, exhibited a relatively similar magnitude and pattern of difference across environments. Thus, our conclusions concerning the potential significance of the heritability of nesting behaviour are strengthened. In conclusion, it is likely that future predictive models of the microevolution of TSD in response to sex-ratio bias, including those relevant to conservation actions involving the many imperilled species with TSD, may be more informative if the complexity of environment-specific heritability and $G \times E$ were more thoroughly investigated.
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